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MEDIA RELEASE 
 

For Immediate Release 

 

Ipse Ipsa Ipsum Launches Two Handcrafted Collections During 
Singapore Design Week 

 

Singapore, 21 February 2019 – Ipse Ipsa Ipsum, the Singapore-born furniture and 

accessories brand launches two new collections - The Straits and Muse Collections during 

Singapore Design Week 2019. Pieces from the two collections will be exhibited at SingaPlural 

from 4 to 17 March and at the International Furniture Fair Singapore (IFFS) from 9 10 12 

March 2019 

 

The Straits and The Muse Collections are steeped in Ipse Ipsa Ipsum’s philosophy, which 

combines forward-facing aesthetics from around the globe with a commitment to 

craftsmanship. This seamless journey from design to making is at the core of the brand, 

resulting in luxurious yet accessible handmade pieces that embody authenticity and bear the 

mark of unrivalled workmanship. 

 

“Ipse Ipsa Ipsum accords equal value to the designer, craftsman and consumer. The designer 

we collaborate with is freed from designing for factory production with their designs 

handcrafted by artisans using unique materials. We provide the craftsman not only a 

permanent source of income but also the dignity of preserving their centuries-old 

craftsmanship. As a result, the customer is able to make bespoke furniture choices in 

designing their own home at reasonable price points,” explains Mr Saurabh Mangala, 

Founder and Creative Head, Ipse Ipsa Ipsum. 

 

The Straits Collection draws inspiration from the rich cultural heritage of Singapore, 

commemorating the 200th year of Sir Stamford Raffles’ landing on Singapore’s shores. The 

Muse Collection is an exploration of the eclectic tastes of a much fêted Parisian grande dame 

from decades past. While the two collections are vastly different in theme, they share the Ipsa 

Ipse Ipsum hallmark of combining nostalgia, customisation and an ever-present element of 

surprise in each of their furniture and accessory pieces.  

 

Nostalgia rooted in culture is the cornerstone of both collections from which stories are told 

through design aesthetics, materials and craftwork used. Craftsmanship is essential to Ipse 

Ipsa Ipsum’s customisation process, with each piece handmade by makers from South and 
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Southeast Asia, using luxury materials and employing centuries-old techniques. Another 

signature is the element of surprise, combining a sense of playfulness with functionality.  

 

The Straits Collection 
The Straits Collection commemorates the 200th year of Singapore by celebrating the city’s 

modernisation. It is a joint collaboration between Saurabh Mangla, Founder and Creative 

Head of Ipse Ipsa Ipsum and Jeremy Sun, Design Director of Orcadesign. In search of 

Singaporean originality, they delved into the rich multicultural heritage of Singapore and 

explored the city’s modernity to develop an aesthetic that is uniquely Singaporean.  The result 

is a metamorphosed furniture design, which disrupts the uniformity of urban life and shows 

the importance of embracing heritage first to design furniture of the future.  

 

Each piece in the collection has been designed and handcrafted for the practicalities of 

contemporary living while retaining a heritage feature that harks back to the past. The well-

proportioned symmetry and graceful curvature of the Flower Lamp Stand, for example, was 

inspired by the Chinese idiom, ‘Beautiful flowers set by a perfect moon’, expressing the 

feeling of perfect bliss and family reunion. The warm diffused light of the lamp beautifully 

imitates the ambient glow of the moon. The lamp stand’s multipurpose outer rail conveniently 

serves as a sturdy holder for umbrellas and such, adding a functional design feature. 

 

Drawing inspiration from Peranakan heritage homes, the collection’s Straits Chairs are a 

reinterpretation of the ornately carved traditional Peranakan chairs for modern times. The 

polished marble inlays on the backrest are a central feature of Ipse Ipsa Ipsum’s 

contemporary version, coupled with plush and luxurious leather seats. The marble backrests 

maintain a cool temperature, ideal for warm, tropical regions.  

 

The Straits Sofa Table exemplifies the integration of technology into heritage inspired design. 

It incorporates helpful omni-charging technology through a wireless charging station built into 

the table. The integration of furniture and technology is designed for the space-conscious 

urban home. 

 

Muse Collection 

Staying true to the spirit of the brand, Ipse Ipsa Ipsum have enlisted London Design Studio 

AMR to create a “vision of another world” through a collection of objects inspired by sets from 

the early days of cinema. Both brands share an ethos of individuality and respect for 

craftsmanship.  

 

Craftsmen from the Ipse Ipsa Ipsum’s community of artisans, such as metal workers of fifth 

generation swordsmiths, under the direction of AMR Studio have created a modern line of 
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collectable pieces, each with cultural references and functional surprises. Experimenting with 

forms, colours and materials, Ipse Ipsa Ipsum and AMR Studio deliver a discovery-driven 

collection of works where personality is as highly prized as provenance, and every piece has 

its own unique story to tell. 

 

The Muse Collection is inspired by the great set decorators of a bygone cinematic era where 

we find the central character, Salome, a mysterious yet notorious lover, at home in her Saint 

Germain penthouse surrounded by an eclectic mix of heirlooms and pieces gifted to her by 

politicians, movie stars, poets, philosophers and artists. AMR draws upon the history of his 

creative direction for some of the world’s most iconic women, creating a highly atmospheric 

world for his muse Salome. 

 

This premiere furniture collection by Ipse Ipsa Ipsum and AMR Studio includes limited edition 

pieces. Handmade by craftsmen, the pieces include the use of materials such as bone, 

leather and polished metals. Take for example The Oracle, a large incantation Brass bowl, 

adapted mid-century to illuminate a room. Central to any great lounging room is The 

Odalisque. This modern Egyptian inspired day bed recalls treasures from Cleopatra’s tomb, 

upon which the muse, Salome, often reclines. The grandeur of Salome’s sumptuous home is 

evoked with the Shesh Besh, a leather inlay ottoman games table comprising a brass bowl on 

leather footing and a reversible top. Presented as the re-imagined 1972, Rive Gauche Estate 

Sale of the designer’s muse, Salome, the collection invites the viewer to enter into her 

intoxicating world and partake of the glamour and opulence from an era gone by. 

 

The Straits and Muse Collections reflect the new authenticity espoused by Ipse Ipsa Ipsum 

based on the brand’s dual commitment to forward-facing design aesthetics and 

craftsmanship. The Straits and Muse Collections will be on exhibit at SingaPlural from 4 to 17 

March at National Design Centre and IFFS from 9 to 12 March at Sands Expo and 

Convention Centre Marina Bay Sands as part of the Singapore Design Week. 

 

For a selection of images, please download: https://bit.ly/2V8onwy 

 

For media enquiries, please contact: 

Shirlene Noordin 

shirlene@phish-comms.com 

+65 9067 1255 
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ANNEX A 
 

BIOGARPHIES 

 
SAURABH MANGLA 
FOUNDER 
IPSE IPSA IPSUM 
 
Saurabh Mangla is the Founder of Ipse Ipsa Ipsum, a brand of luxurious yet accessible 
handcrafted furniture and accessories for the global market. At the core of his design 
philosophy is his belief in combining forward-facing aesthetics from around the world with 
traditional craftsmanship.  
 
With the art of the craftsman rapidly disappearing, the customer being forced-fed with mass-
produced furniture and the designer succumbing to designing for mass production, Saurabh 
feels that all is not right with the world. In a bid to correct this imbalance in the eco-system, 
Saurabh, through Ipse Ipsa Ipsum, accords equal value to the designer, craftsman and 
consumer. The designer, working in collaboration with Ipse Ipsa Ipsum, is freed from 
designing for factory production and instead have their designs handcrafted by artisans using 
unique materials. For the craftsman, Ipse Ipsa Ipsum provides not only a permanent source of 
income but most importantly, dignity. The customer now has the opportunity to make bespoke 
choices, reclaiming the power to design their own home with customised furniture pieces 
made by real craftsmen. Saurabh strongly believes in empowering the designer, craftsman 
and consumer within the Ipse Ipsa Ipsum community, presenting a new thinking and bold 
narrative to the world to help make it a more equitable place. 
 
With his over 20-year experience in the handcrafted furniture industry, Saurabh Mangla’s 
unique creations retail worldwide at notable retail outlets. He has been designing and serving 
some of the best properties around the world with his unique creations notably Como Hotels, 
Grecotel, chalets in France and Swiss and Michelin star restaurants. His designs were 
featured in the Warner Brothers’ box office hit, Crazy Rich Asians. In 2018, his co-authored 
collection, the Peranakan Moderne Collection, won the Best Concept Living Award, at the 
International Furniture Fair Singapore (IFFS) Singapore. The Collection now sits in The 
Peranakan Museum and at Changi Airport’s Terminal 4. In 2017, the Nathan Yong Collection 
received the award for the Best Living Room category at IFFS, Singapore.  
 
 
A M R STUDIO 
 
London based Multi Media Design A M R Studio assures a sleek, highly provocative style 
under the direction of Amr. An emphasis on bespoke services, curation and art direction 
deliver his signature “Modern Orientalist” style to fashion, branding, architecture and interior 
design. A highly personal experience combined with a relevant and keen understanding of art 
and design has brought commissions and collaborations with Industry leaders in technology, 
entertainment, business and politics. Christian Louboutin, Asprey Jewellery, Rolls Royce 
Motor Cars, Thibault and The One and Only Resort group, together with brand ambassadors 
and bespoke commissions for Florence and the Machine, Kylie Minogue, Tori Amos, 
Madonna, Beyonce Knowles, Katy Perry, Cindy Crawford and Claudia Schiffer have given 
rise to a cult like following 
 
A Masters Degree in Design, whose career began with acclaimed interior designer Nicolas 
Haslam, provides a strong foundation for Amr’s residential and commercial commissions. 
Implementing the Studio’s signature style is Co-Founder Drew Muntz, whose keen eye for a 
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project’s potential and collaborating with key partners augments a modern dynastic 
eclecticism, with a particular focus on penthouse and waterside living. A background with a 
London auction house informed his knowledge of Modernist design and collectors’ 
requirements. 
 
A M R Studio launch the brand’s furniture range in collaboration with artisan producers Ipse 
Ipsa Ipsum in Singapore, London and Paris during 2019. The limited edition pieces are 
presented as the reimagined 1972, Rive Gauche Estate Sale of the designers MUSE Salome. 
 
JEREMY SUN  
DESIGN DIRECTOR 
ORCADESIGN 
 
Jeremy Sun, Design Director of Orcadesign, a President's Design Award-winning 
consultancy, continues his discovery of Singapore’s rich heritage with his latest Ipse Ipsa 
Ipsum collaboration. 
 
Prefaced by the celebrated “Peranakan Moderne” collection, Jeremy Sun is honoured to have 
this renewed journey with Saurabh Mangla for “The Straits Collection” as they seek 
inspiration from an important past whilst designing for an urban future. 
 
Through the Collection's unique aesthetics, choice of material and artisan craftsmanship, he 
hopes to share his fascination with the beauty of Singapore's interwoven cultures, as well as 
the elegant workmanship of Ipse Ipsa Ipsum’s talented craftsmen. 
 
Whilst in pursuit of his aspirations, Jeremy is also often found travelling to different cities 
around the world and immersing himself in local urban living. 
 
“It has always been my interest to weave meaningful connections of our past to our future. 
Our timeless values of honouring relationships, hospitality to each other, and a respect for 
nature connecting with a practical modern way of life.”- Jeremy Sun 
 
 


